A Day in the Life of a Procurement Professional

5 Questions to Better Understand Why Content in Context is Critical

What should it mean for procurement processes to be both intelligent and connected? And why is Intelligent Automation particularly important to a procurement professional?

Why is Procurement a strategically important process?

Is “Procurement” really a single process?

Why is Content in Context particularly important in Procurement?

How can you tell if you are failing at Content in Context?

How can Content in Context and Intelligent Automation Improve Supplier Relationships?

Moving forward

Content in Context

Intelligent Automation

ERPs

1) a common language and frame for thinking about how digital workspaces connect; and...
2) a common strategy for dealing with multiple user interfaces...

Intelligent Automation means producing timely information...

Supplier and customer frustration due to failure to understand the context for these relationships.

Outsourcing and vendor management

Retention and cost of suppliers

Intelligent Automation improve supplier relationships...

Intelligent Automation:

The implications of the failure to fully integrate content delivered into an ERP system can be significant financial implications.

Accounts payable companies can cut 30% of the value of a contract is typically 25%.

Cost of waste in the drive to Lean processes:

- Procurement costs as a percentage of total cost is the largest single cost in the manufacturing process:

- Procurement processes are complicated and involve decisions made by many people.

- Procurement is a good jumping off place to consider the benefits of Intelligent Automation and content in context in other key ERP-based processes like Asset Management, Manufacturing, Supply Chain Management, Predictive Automation and content in context in other key ERP-based processes like Asset Management, Manufacturing, Supply Chain Management, Predictive Automation and content in context.